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Whore is haunted through intimations of affection as fleeting because it is mysterious, because
the poet strains an unraveling within which the sensory world, in all its lush desolation, turns into
a reflect of loss. In poems of longing, rapture, heart-wreck, and self- confrontation, while either
deepest and public worlds appear to be at the verge of disintegration, every thing is up for
wondering and re-examination. Sarah Maclay walks into the shaded parts of canvas, keen to
persist with the play of sunshine and darkish until eventually that that's imprecise strikes into
focus. Even language itself, that groovy interlocutor of the psyche, starts off to lose its stability.
within the name poem, the results of a visit to Whore: Poems the dictionary looking for one other
word, its etymology that shocks us into an wisdom of the potential Whore: Poems of Whore:
Poems contradiction buried within the very roots of language. With its symbolist undertones and
surrealist echoes, it is a poetry of evocation and presence immediately tactile and subliminal-a
poetry of night.
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